
CALIBRE E4 - 42mm


Black TITANIUM

TAG HEUER CONNECTED



With its urban, sporty, and elegant all-black aesthetic, 

the TAG Heuer Connected Calibre E4 in matte black 

sandblasted DLC Grade 2 titanium has quickly become 

the most successful style of this collection. With the 

introduction of a smaller 42-mm size in 2022, joining the 

original 45 mm assortment, it was only natural that TAG 

Heuer would now also add a full-black option in this 

universally appreciated diameter.

DRESSED IN BLACK



YOUR WATCH, YOUR STYLE

Versatile digital or mechanical-inspired watch faces 

are available to download, as well as the NFT and 

image viewer dial, so the wearer can perfectly match 

their TAG Heuer Connected to their individual styles 

and needs.

STRAP

Paired with a smooth black rubber interchangeable 

strap with a black titanium folding clasp, ideal for 

elegant daily wear as well as any sporting activity, it 

offers outstanding ergonomics, comfort, and 

refinement. The wearer can also choose from the 

many interchangeable strap designs sold separately.

CASEBACK

The watch’s case back is also made of black DLC 

Grade 2 titanium and houses the heart-rate sensor in 

its center.

DIAL

Its large 1.28′′ OLED screen is protected by a domed 

sapphire crystal, echoing the brand’s mechanical 

watch excellence. Versatile digital or mechanical-

inspired watch faces are available to download, as 

well as the NFT and image viewer dial, so the wearer 

can perfectly match their TAG Heuer Connected to 

their individual styles and needs.

ULTRA-LIGHTWEIGHT

This timepiece exudes modernity, high performance, 

and style. The matte Grade 2 titanium case offers 

wearers an ultra-lightweight and highly resistant 

choice for their daily connected companion.

KEY FEATURES

Please note that some functionalities will be available later in 2023.



With its signature chronograph-inspired design and a 

high-end digital experience with a wide range of watch 

faces and personalization options, the TAG Heuer 

Connected Calibre E4 42 mm confirms its pioneering and 

leading role in the luxury connected watch category.



KEY FEATURES

GENERATION

Calibre E4


Mod Connect

HARDWARE

Battery life: 330m Ah All-day 

battery (1 full day)


Sensors: Heart rate, compass, 

accelerometer, gyroscope, NFC, 

microphone, barometer


CASE

Sandblasted black DLC 


Grade 2 titanium case


Domed sapphire crystal, 


black steel crown and pushers


Black DLC Grade 2 titanium 

case back


WATCH EXPERIENCE

Custom-built TAG Heuer Apps 

(Running, Cycling, Swimming, 

Fitness, Golf, Wellness, and Trail)


Other TAG-Heuer-branded micro 

apps: Stopwatch, Timer, Alarm

SIZE

42 mm

WATER RESISTANCE

50 m

BRACELET

Black rubber strap


Black DLC Grade 2 titanium 

folding clasp with double 

safety push buttons; TAG 

Heuer shield

OPERATING SYSTEM

Wear OS by GoogleTM

REFERENCE

SBR8081.BT6299



tagheuer.com

https://www.tagheuer.com/

